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Structure Functions at Low i
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Recent data and phenomenology on low-* structure functions are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been a vintage decade for low-x structure function measurements from Jeep
inelastic scattering' (DIS^ processes. The kinematic region presently covered in the mo-
mentum transfer squared, Q2, and the scaling variable Bjorken-x is shown in Fig. 1 The
down right corner summarizes the reach of the heroic fixed target experiments with muon,
electron and neutrino beams. A new breakthrough in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scat-
tering has been achieved by HERA, which provides for the first time collisions of electrons
and protons in a collider mode, thereby increasing •/», the centre of mass system (CMS)
energy of the scattering process, by an order of magnitude compared to the fixed target
experiments: collisions are produced by 27.5 GeV electrons on 820 GeV protons, yielding
a CMS energy of 300 GeV, and are recorded by two experiments HI [1] and ZEUS [2].

Structure functions relate the scattering cross sections to the parton distributions in
the nudeon. Fbr neutral current DIS, and at not too large Q2 where the influence of Z°
exchange can be neglected, we have:

+ ( l -» ) /4 (» ,0 ' ) ] (1)

where at not too high inelasticity y (i.e. y < 0.6) the contribution of the longitudinal
structure function, FL = F3- 2xFlt is small and can be taken as a correction to the cross
section. Hence, the cross section is essentially proportional to F3, which in leading order
(LO) is directly proportional to the quark distributions % in the proton: F3(x, Q3) =
Eli—. «?*(*(*> <?*) + * (* . <?)] with e? the quark charges squared.

In this report we will be interested primordiaUy in the regions Q3 - » 0 i.e. the transition
from 7p to DlS,~and x -> 10""* - 1 0 ~ * Le. the region of high parton densities.

2. VERY LOW Q3 DATA

The first Pa measurements in the newly reached low-x region at HERA have led to
a surprise. Contrary to the tendency anticipated from measurements at fixed target
energies, the structure function was found to rise steeply with decreasing x. This dramatic
effect is shown in Fig. 2 for O.K Q3 < 6 GeV3. A lot of speculation started immediately
after the first HERA results were released, mostly in terms of anticipated new QCD
effects, to which we turn later. At the start only data above Q3 of about S GeV were
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Figure 1. Regions in the x and Q2 plane covered by the DIS experiments.
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Figure 2. Low Q3 data for different Q3 bins, together with the ZEUS Regge fit and ZEUS
QCDfit.
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Figure 3 Low Q2 data together with a Regge inspired fit.

available and an important question was what would happen with F3 at lower Q2. Both
collaborations have made an effort to probe the region of lower Q2, which is limited
by the small angle of the scattered electron. By taking data with a shifted vertex and
instrumenting the region around the beampipe with extra detectors, smaller Q2 values
could be reached [3,4] as shown in Fig. 2. The smallest value reached, Q2 = 0.045 GeV*,
is now by ZEUS(5), and shown in Fig. 3. The tendency is clear: the rise of the Ft at small
x is reduced for low Q3.

Structure function data are usually analysed with pQCD evolution equations, which
predict the Q2 evolution. The DGLAP [6] equations have been turned into a well oiled
machinery over the last 15 years, and have been successful in describing the fixed target
data. Its success has been extended to the HERA data in the region of Q2 larger than a
few GeV3. Fig. 2 shows the result of the QCD fit (labelled ZBUSQCD in the figure) in
the low-Q" region. Below Q2 = I GeV3 it becomes difficult to accommodate the QCD
fit to the data, and a different description is necessary. ZEUS has shown that a Regge
type of description of the type F3 ~ mg/(»ng + Qf) • (ARW*"*-** + ApW*"'-1)) works
well in that region. The challenge is to unveil the dynamics such that one can use one
description for the full kinematic range. Many models which attempt to describe the
transition region from DIS to photoproduction have have been compared to these low-z,
low-Q3 data, with varying success (see Section 4 and e.g. [7]).

Both collaborations have also measured the total photoproduction cross section. The
result is shown in Fig. 4 as function of the yp CMS energy squared W2 ~ l / i , and com-
pared with models. The cross section rises similarly to the one of hadronic interactions.
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Figure 4. Ibtal yp cross section data as function of W with Regge inspired models DL[8],
DL98[9] and ALLM [10].
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Figure 5. Structure function F2 wrgus Q3, with Hi and ZEUS DGLAP fit.

3. MEDIUM Q2 DATA.

With medium Q2 data we mean data with Q3 above a few GeV3, to be safely in the



Figure 6. Structure function F8 versus Q3, with HI DGLAP fit.

becomes important. With approximately 30 pb"1 collected per experiment, HERA has
delivered very precise Fa data in this region, where total errors of better than 5% are
achieved in a large part of it. A summary of the data is shown in Pigs 5 versus x and 6
veisus Qa.

The rise of the F3 at small x, shown first in 1993, has originally led to exploring
new pQCD avenues such as the ones due to the low-x QCD evolution or the BFKL
pomeron[llj. Meanwhile it has become clear that 'traditional' QCD evolution based on
the DGLAP [6] evolution equations can describe the data far (J* values larger than 1 GeV3,
as demonstrated by the fit (solid line) shown in Fig. 6, provided a suitable non-singular
non-perturbative input is taken at a low starting scale Q\ for the evolution (<2o ~ 1 GeV3).
However, also improved evolution equations which include l n l / s resummation terms or
attempts for a unified evolution equation can describe the data equally well [12,13]. Hence
we conclude that the data at present do not require pQCD effects beyond DGLAP, but
they can not exclude that specific low-x effects are already at work in the HERA regime [7]

The DGLAP evolution equations have been further pursued to analyze the scaling
violations of Fj and in particular to extract the gluon density at small x The NLO
order result in the MS scheme is shown in Fig. 7. The error bands include systematic
and statistical uncertainties [14,15]. The knowledge of the gluon at low x has reached
a precision of about 5-10%, except for the lowest x values. A remarkable effect 1B seen,
while the gluon grows very strongly with decreasing x for Q? values above a few GeV2,
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Figure 7. The gluon distribution versus x for 3 different Q2 values, with error bands
including statistical and systematical error sources.

it collapses completely for Q2 ~ 1 GeV3, yielding a valence like gluon distribution Such
a dramatic change seems to hint that either DGLAP is at the verge of breaking down at
these scales, or other effects such as higher twists -generally not taken into account in
such fits- are required and/or parton screening effects are becoming important.

4. Ff A N D FL AT LOW X

The charm part of Ft has been quantified as a structure function f j defined as: ^ j § r =
2g?[l + (1 -yf \F$(x,Q 2 ) . Charm in DIS is mainly produced via the Boson Gluon Fusion
(BGF) process, and thus is a direct and independent measurement of the gluon density.
Events with charm are detected via D" -* SPx**, -* KWKJ^ or via semi-leptonic
decays. The measuremente of f j are shown in Fig. 8. One observes a strong rise of
F£ with HwmRMing x, as for Fj and an agreement with the QCD prediction (GRV94
gluon density) based on the BGF mechanism. Hence Ft and Ff are driven by the same
gluon. It would be interesting to check if this would be true also at smaller Q2 values,
but unfortunately here one hits the validity boundary of the approach.

Further checks on the gluon distribution can be made by studying di-jets events and
the structure function Ft which at low x are both dominated by the gluon density How-
ever, experimentally one cannot reach very tem-x values with di-jet events, due to the
requirement of jets with ET typically above 5 GeV. FL cannot be directly accessed from
the present data: measurement at a different energy would be required to determine the
cross section at the same as, Q* value but for different y value(s), and thus decouple Fa and
FL in Eq. 1. Two indirect methods have been developed by HI. The first method is based
on extrapolating the QCD fit, made in a region of low y < 0.3, where Fi essentially does
not contribute, to the region of high y ~ 0.7, where sensitivity to Fi can be expected.
The other is based on assuming a linear extrapolation of dFj/dy. Both methods lead to
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Figure 8. F£ as function of a; for different Q3 bins, compared with Ihe prediction from
GRV parton densities.

similar results, and are consistent with FL being driven by the same gluon as extracted
form the DGLAP fits of Ft.

5. ANALYSING F3

While the DGLAP equations describe the data in the perturbative region, they remain
fits to the data with about 15-20 parameters, starting from ad hoc non-perturbative input
distributions A deep and complete understanding of the data over the whole range is still
lacking. Several attempts have been proposed to improve our understanding. The rise of
Fi shown in Fig.5 can be quantified by a fit of the data to the form x~x for x < 10~2 in
each Q% bin The power A if found to rise from around 0.1 at small Q2 to around 0 3 at
large Q2. One can explore alternative functional forms to the simple power-like growth,
as done in e.g [16]. With an effective slope defined as Bx(x,Q*) = d]nF2(x,Qil)/d\n 1/x,
Fig.9 shows Bx versus Qa using the parametrizations Ft = Oo(j)0418 + ai(±)00S08 (left
side) and Ff'0 = 6ft + 6jlns(^) (right side). These analyses give equally good fits to the
data. Although the present data does not allow any strong conclusions, it is interesting to
note that that there could be a turn over of the effective slope at Q2 ~ 100 GeV2 Note
that fits of parametrizations to data also suggest that the slope at high Q2 decreases with
decreasing x, contrary to expectations from the QCD pomeron [17,18].

Further attempts have been made to try to understand the Ft data. In one such attempt,
the logarithmic slope dFj/dlnQ3 is studied versus x. Fig. 10 shows the derivation of this
quantity for the NMC fixed target and ZEUS data. Note that the (Q2) of the data depends
on x While dFj/dln Q* continues to rise with decreasing x, down to x = 10~3, {Qf) ~ 0.5
for the fixed target data., the ZEUS data show a turn-over around x = 10"3, (Q3) = 10
GeV3 The original DGLAP based parton density distributions, such as GRV94 [19] do
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Figure 9. Effective slope Bx as function of Q7 for two parametrizations, as explained in
the text (from [16]).
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Figure 10. dF2(x,Q^/dlnQ3 as function of x calculated by fitting F2 data in bins of x to
the form a + ktQ2: (left) ZEUS data, (right) NMC data. For details see [14]. The results
are compared with models and phenomenological fits of the Fa data.

not follow this turn over and continue to rise. The DGLAP QCD fit to these new data
does give the turn over, but at the expense of the resulting 'valence gluons' as mentioned
above. Originally this plot led to exciting discussions on whether these data could be a
sign of saturation. The argument followed basically the observation of Prytz [20]: when
gluons dominate the evolution at small x, then xg{x) ~ dF2(x/2, Q^/dlnQ3 . This would
mean that at low x the gluon is consistent with the saturation condition xg(x) ~ i^Q3 ,
with iio a constant that can be related to the size in the proton over which the saturation
manifests itself. This is however a too naive interpretation of these data, and ignores the
fact that at lower x the measurement is made in a different interval of Q1, due to the
available data. If the rise of the slope xg(x) ~ dF7(x,C^)/d]nQ2 is reduced at smaller



Q2, the combined shift in x and Q2 can cause- this apparent turn over with decreasing x.
Whether on top of this reduction due to the restricted range of the available data, there
is still a reduction due to saturation effects, is presently still debated [21].

Over the last years many models or parametrizationB for (fits to) F3 data have been
proposed. An (incomplete) overview is given here:

• Transition/full region (examples):

• Badelek and Kwiednski (BK) [22]: VDM + pQCD

• Desgrolard, Jenkovuzky, Paccanoni [18]: VDM + pQCD

• Adel, Barreiro and Yndurain (ABY) [23]: pQCD down to the lowest Q3, + a singular
F2 component + freeze a, at low Q2

• Abramowicz et aL [10]: (ALLM) Regge form 4- logarithmic scaling violations

• Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) [8,9], K. Rang et al [24]: Regge (soft pomeron, soft
+ hard pomeron)

• Capella et al. [25]: "Unscreened" pomeron + pQCD

• Haidt [26]: ln(l/s) ln(<y) behaviour

• Schildknecht and Spiesberger [27]: GVDM

• <?* > few GeV region (examples):

• Bialae et aL [28]: BFKL via dipole formalism

• Erdmann [29]: F2 = a(x)(\nQI/A2)W'»

• De Wolf and De Roeck [17]: phase space expansion ~ particle multiplicity

• Saturation models (examples):

• Levin et al. [30]:

• Golec-Biemat and Wuesthoff [31]: a = ao{l - e-^/(**W)); iJo(x) = (x/xo)x

• McLerran et al. [32]: Colored Glass condensates

Several of these models use pQCD dynamics or pQCD inspired parameterizations in
the high Q3 region, Regge/VDM elements in the low Q3 region, and try to match them
according to some prescription. E.g. [18] proposes a form for the singlet distribution of
*?(x,Qa) = A(Q f /W + a))<1+A»(9'»eA<"-«'), which has the correct asymptotic limits
and works very nicely over the whole Q',x range. Most of these models given above
can describe the general features of the data, but have sometimes difficulties with the
detailes[7]. Others have very many parameters (e.g. the ALLM has 23 parameters).

An phenomenobgical attempt to describe all data, medium and \ow-Q3 in the low-x
region, has been proposed by Haidt [26], who suggests to Btudy Fa versus the variable
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£ = Inxo/x • ln(l + Q 2 / ^ ) . Thus, one finds that F, ~ 0.4£, with x0 = 0.04 and Ql = 0 5
GeV2 when the x range x < 0.001 is considered. This description works down to the
smallest Q2 values, namely 0.045 GeV3, and thus covers smoothly the perturbative and
the non-perturbative region, which IB a challenge to theorists.

A similar, new, analysis by Erdmann, proposes afit of of the form Fa = a(i)(ln<33/A3) (" ( l"
for each x bin. Here A is identified with the QCD scale parameter, a with the quark den-
sities at lnQ2 /A' = 1, and K with the relative parton density Fig 11 shows the result for
HERA and fixed target data, and also for fits to the structure function of the photon and
coulour singlet exchange (diffraction). Clearly the data show a constant a at low-x and
valence behaviour at large x. This indicates that evolution is the dominant dynamics for
the partons in that region, an observation already made in [17,33,19,34] The scaling vio-
lations in the photon and colour singlet exchange data are clearly different, but consistent
with a uniform low-x behaviour.
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Figure 11. Summary of the two parameter fits, from [29].

Several authors have addressed the question of shadowing corrections. It is expected
that the parton densities would go from the normal regime, describable by pQCD con-
taining essentially parton splitting functions, into a region of high parton densities, where
parton reabsorption which results in non-linear effects becomes important, and finally
into a black disk type of configuration, where the dynamics is dictated by Regge type of
rules. Studies of the 'packing factor' on the parton dynamics in the HERA low-i regime
reveals that already at HERA this factor gets substantial in the low x (10~5 - 10~*) low
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Q3 (Q2 ~ 1 GeV3) region[30). However, numerical estimates indicate that the measurable
change on Fa is expected to be very small. The effects on the gluon are expected to be
larger, but one needs to find a reliable measurement of the gluon at a scale of about 1
GeV, where charm and jet measurements cannot be used. Another approach has recently
been proposed In [31]. The saturation in this model is somewhat different in nature: it
is not at the parton level, but rather at the cross section level, and effectively provides
a good description of the transition region towards Q3 = 0. The bonus of this approach
is that at the same time also the diffractive scattering is described well, a feature which
may become more important for future models. Also the model of [25] includes shadowing
corrections in terms of a screened pomeron at low Q2, and provides a link with diffractive
scattering, as well as [28], where the dynamics is based on dipole scattering and the BFKL
formalism

In all, much remains to be understood on the transition region from high Q2 to low Qf,
or hard to soft processes, a topic for which studies got started using the recent HERA
data.

6. CONCLUSION

Precise data on Fa became available in a large kinematics! range: 0.045 < Q2 < 30000
GeV3 and 6.1O~T <x< 0.65. The precision is of order a few % in most of the kinematic
range. Fits to the data based on the DGLAP equations works for Q* > 1 GeV3, but it is
far from clear that this is the full story. In particular the gluon distribution which results
from these fits becomes 'valence-like' around Q* = 1 GeV3. In the large Q2 range the
gluon has been extracted from di-jet events and DIS events with charm, and father tested
via Fi. Hence the gluon density is known in the range 10~4 < x < 10"1 with a. precision
of order 10%.

The understanding of the dynamics of the structure of the proton remains a challenge,
and many interesting directions have been pursued the last years. Several good descrip-
tions over the full range, including the transition and photoproduction region have been
demonstrated, but the debate is still ongoing. It seems clear however that region for Q2 >
a few GeV3 is at low x essentially dominated by parton radiation. Whether or not parton
saturation effects are visible in the HERA range, remains to be demonstrated. Several of
the models make the link between inclusive and diffractive scattering at HERA.

The low-x area of HERA will come to an end soon. The HERA experiments start
preparing at the end of 1999 for a luminosity upgrade, which will allow to collect data
samples of 150 pb -1/year, a factor 3-4 more than present running. However, the changes
preclude measurements of events with Q2 smaller than a few GeV3. Possible far future
options to re-address low-z could be offered by the LHC starting in 2005 or shortly there
after, if the detectors are equiped approperiatly in the forward regjons[35], and by a linear
e+e~ collider if it would be built tangential to a proton storage ring. Obviously the latter
machine combination will not be available untill at least 10 yean from now. Hence present
HERA data will be a field for study and model testing for a long time to come.
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